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Cover Story
The cards on
the front cover and
on this page are part
of
the
Rosh
Hashanah collection
of InvitationBox.com.
Family
owned
InvitationBox.com
offers a vibrant collection of trendy stationery, party invitations, greeting cards,
calling cards and
announcements.
With more than 3000
designs available
InvitationBox.com
has a unique invitation or announcement for every occasion. Part of their
Rosh Hashanah collection
includes
“Apples and Honey”,
a die-cut red apple
with gold accents
and an actual honey
stick that sticks out
of the top of the
apple stem.
The
stick is completely
edible and gives a
sweet treat to recipients.
The card
comes in a protective
envelope for shipping.

ANITA SURMAN
Editor
General News

Our Thanks - and
Best Wishes
The current New Year edition of
The Jewish Standard is the 82nd which
it has published - and the 75th which
has appeared under the family of its
current ownership. Longevity is not necessarily an assurance of excellence - but
the age of this publication is worth
recording when one considers the
volatile nature of the Anglo-Jewish publishing field, in which editors, publishers and publications have a tendency to
follow each other, in swift and confusing
succession, to their doom.
It would be a spurious sort of
modesty which would deny that the
history of The Jewish Standard reflects
the efforts, the perseverance and the
faith of its editors and publishers.
Only individuals who are convinced of
the imperative need in the Jewish community of an independent periodical,
free of the financial and ideological
pressures to which so many AngloJewish publications have succumbed,
could have maintained the publication’s position and prestige. Only publishers who accept the reality that the
production of an Anglo-Jewish magazine is a business, as well as a commitment, could have achieved the balance
between editorial excellence and financial stability.
But it must also be acknowledged
that the viability of The Jewish Standard
over the years goes far beyond the dedication and acumen of its editors and
publishers.
Certainly it would have
been impossible without the cooperation
of our subscribers and advertisers. It is
their continuing confidence in, and loy-

alty to the publication, both as a
source of information about the
Jewish world, and as an instrument
for reaching “the Jewish market”
which is the foundation upon which
rests whatever success we have
achieved.
The past year has, for The Jewish
Standard, been a good year, despite the
economic challenges Canada faces. Our
readership has expanded. Our advertising revenue has increased. We serve
Jewish
communities
throughout
Ontario - Hamilton, London, KitchenerWaterloo, Windsor and Ottawa. We have
a separate edition for Montreal. We
believe that the editorial quality of the
publication has improved, with more
extensive coverage and analyses of the
news and more and better general articles.
We extend to our subscribers
and advertisers, as well as to the Jewish
community generally, our good wishes
and sincere appreciation of the goodwill which has been so generously
accorded to us since we published our
first issue in 1929. Difficult as these
years have sometimes been, each of
them has brought its own reward.
We pledge ourselves to a continuation of the effort to provide our advertisers with an improving instrument
through which they may reach the
Jewish audience and to present to our
readers a deeper insight into the problems of what has been described as “the
most complex agregation of individuals
ever to have walked through the corridors of time”.

The Jewish Standard is published monthly in Toronto and Montreal by Michael Hayman B.A., M.A. Editor and Publisher. 1912 A Avenue Road,, Toronto,
Ontario M5M 4A1 (416) 537-2696; Printed and bound in Toronto, Canada by Regal Press Canada. Publication Mail Registration Number 40055943
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THE WORLD IN REVIEW
NEWS OF THE RECENT PAST IS REVIEWED
By NOAH FREEDMAN

Nazi Ties
Confirmed

Genes, Not Lifestyle
Determines Longevity

It’s not really a
secret that IKEA billionaire
founder
Ingvar
Kamprad sympathized
with the Ger man far
right. But in a new book
published
recently,
author Elisabeth Asbring
proves beyond any doubt
that
Kamprad “was a
member of the Swedish
Nazi party and was such
a concern to secret service that they opened a
file on him.”
In
And
in
Wienerwald The T rees
Remain, Aspring writes
that Kamprad was “an
active member of Svensk
Socialistick Samling, the
successor
to
the
Swedish
Nationalist
Socialist Workers Party.”
She devotes considerable time to the story of
Otto Ullman, who came
on a transport of Jewish
children to Sweden from
Vienna, and was placed
in
Kamprad’s
home,
where he became friends
with the young Ingvar.
Despite
Kamprad’s
futur e
Nazi
ties,
Ullmann remained one
of the IKEA founder’s
close friends and even
helped him build his
global fur niture empire.
Kamprad
has
always insisted that as
a teenager he was confused about his politics.
He still argues that he
was more of a fascist
than a Nazi. But he has
yet to answer to the
charge that the far right
party
to
which
he
belonged, and still supp o r t e d a f t e r t h e w a r,
proudly called Hitler
“Europe’s savior.”

A
team
of
researchers at Yeshiva
University’s Albert Einstein
College of Medicine in New
York, headed by Israeli
physician,
Prof.
Nir
Barzilai, has concluded
that healthy centenarians
can thank their genetic
make-up and not their
lifestyle. Smoking, drinking
and physical activity played
little role in determining the
length of their lives.
Barzilai writes in the
online edition of the Journal
of
American
Geriatrics
Society that “people with
exceptional longevity are
not distinct in terms of
lifestyle from the general
population”.
Their genes
have protected them and

apparently “interact with
environmental factors differently than others”.
Barzilai’s research
involved 477 Ashkenazi
Jews between the ages of
95 and 109 who were compared with a control group
of Caucasians from the
general American population.
Ashkenazi Jews
were chosen not because
they have a better chance
of inheriting longevity
genes. Rather these Jews
have long married among
themselves and are therefore more genetically uniform, making it easier to
spot gene differences.
Barzilai’s conclusion is that centenarians
“may possess longevity
genes which help protect
them against a “harmful
lifestyle”.

TESTING CONTINUES ON THE NEW LIGHT RAILin Jerusalem.
The first few months of testing,
however, have not been without mishaps. Cars
and pedestrians often meet the train head-on. But
merchants in Jerusalem are hopeful that once the
railway finally starts to transport passengers that
their economic fortunes will improve.

Relaxing Rules for
Intermarried
The Conservative
movement has traditionally been bedevilled by
what to do with members
who are married to nonJews. The Rabbinical
Assembly
prohibits
Conservative rabbis from
of ficiating at inter faith
weddings. In 1988 the
R.A. took the position of
encouraging non-Jewish
spouses to participate in
congregational activities
but barred them from
actual membership. The
United Synagogue for
Conservative
Judaism
has taken a similarly
murky position.
Says
Rabbi Steve Wernick, the
organization’s
CEO:
“When it comes to participation, more should be
done to be more welcoming. But in terms of ownership, our current position is that it is reserved
for Jews”.
But
now
some
Conservative congregations have decided to be
more accommodating to
inter faith
couples.
Temple
Beth-El
near
Philadelphia has redefined “household membership” to apply to families with one Jewish parent as well as those with
two.
The congregation
has now offered voting
rights, even if still limited, to intermarried couples. Non-Jewish spouses can now vote to amend
the synagogue’s constitution. They can vote for
boards and executive
committees, a l t h o u g h
they are not permitted
to serve as president or
(Please turn to page 34)
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GOD’S ARMY
WILL LOYALTY OF RELIGIOUS JEWS IN UNIFORM BE QUESTIONED?
By ARIEH O’SULLIVAN, MEDIA LINE
Recently, a crack
Israeli
combat
unit
wrapped up a stint along
the Gaza border and was
deploying for training
across the country. On
the way, its commander
diverted his soldiers to
Jerusalem’s
Wester n
Wall, Judaism’s holiest
site, to hear a sermon
from a rabbi and make a
blessing.
While the ar my
(IDF) said none were

forced to participate in
the religious ceremony,
it did raise the hackles
of secular Israelis who
are concerned that the
incident represented the
creeping influence of
deeply religious Jews
into what had once been
the exclusive realm of
secular Zionists.
This
argument
came to bear recently
when an army c h a p l a i n
altered the words of

the of ficial memorial
prayer for fallen soldiers
to read “In God’s name
we remember” instead of
the
traditional
“In
Israel’s name we remember.”
“I see what is happening in the army as a
sign and it is very worrying,” Dr. Rafi Mann, who
teaches Communications
at the Ariel University
Center of Samaria, told
The Media Line. “I never

say we should reject our
heritage, but at this rate
we may have a rabbi
attached to every unit
just like the Soviets had
a
politruk
alongside
their officers.”
The question of
dual loyalty of Jews in
uniform has been bantered around for the past
decade, ever since the
national religious youth
began leaving their
(Please turn to page 11)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes on the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
to the Jewish Communities of Metropolitan Toronto, York Region, North York and Halton-Peel.
May the coming year be happy, healthy and prosperous for family and friends.
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TURNING
ON OBAMA
AMERICAN JEWS NOW DOUBT OBAMA
By MITCHELL BARD
Mitchell Bard is a foreign policy analyst
whose latest book is The Arab Lobby: The Invisible
Alliance That Under mines America's Interests in
the Middle East (HarperCollins Publishers) - The
Editor
A lot has been
written recently about
whether
President
Obama is losing support
in the Jewish community. Besides polls, perhaps the best indication
of
Obama’s
standing
were the repeated re-

minders AIPAC sent out
implicitly imploring its
conference delegates not
to boo him. This was the
same
person
who
received a rock star welcome in the past, but
whose policies are seen
(Please turn to page 15)
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.We Take Pleasure in Wishing Our Jewish Friends and
Patrons throughout Metropolitan Toronto,
North York, York Region and Halton-Peel
A Happy and Healthy New Year

PIER 4 STOREHOUSE
RESTAURANT
A CASUAL WATERFRONT
HIDEAWAY
Seafood, Steaks & Pasta
Outdoor patio-groups welcome

245 Queens Quay West
(416) 203-1440

We Join in Extending New Year Greetings
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May the year ahead be blessed with health and happiness.
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ISRAEL AS CRUCIBLE
RUSSIAN JEWRY COMES INTO ITS OWN
By SASHA BEN-ARI
The summer of 2011
marks twenty years since
the fall of the Soviet Union

and the beginning of a new
era for Russian Jewry. For
pain-filled decades, this was

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK,
YORK REGION AND HALTON-PEEL
May the coming yer be happy and healthy
We are always pleased to serve you.

a population discriminated
against, both in the practice
of their religion and in pursuing educational and professional opportunities.
Two decades later,
the situation has changed
dramatically. No longer hindered by the constraints of
communism and a regime,
Russian Jews today, alongside with their compatriots
in post-Soviet countries,
enjoy most of the liberties
previously associated with
the West.
Despite this transformation in the society, the
challenge of openly displaying Jewish pride in Russia
and other former Soviet
republics remains a very
complex one. On the one
hand, Russian Jews are free
to observe their faith and
enjoy freedom of expression.
In reality, however, many
stigmas envelope public displays of observance which is
a reflex rooted in decades of
anti-religious attitude from
the
communist
era.
Sentiments of this kind continue to pervade Russian
society.
In recent years,
communal leaders recog-

nized that they were literally losing the battle to sustain Jewish souls and
sought to design an innovative solution to focus on
youth from Russian speaking families and countries
and address this specific
challenge. The answer came
in the form of one of childhood’s most beloved institutions – summer camp.
One prime example
of turning the tide is Project
Rimon, an initiative of the
Jewish Agency for Israel
and
the
Genesis
Philanthropy Group, which
for the past three years has
been gathering campers
together in locations around
the world and provided a
common
ground
for
Russian speaking Jewish
youth who are united by
this unique cultural challenge. Participants in the
Israel program include
Russian speaking teens
from former Soviet countries, new immigrants who
have come to Israel over the
last few years as well as
Israeli born children of the
great Russian aliya in the
early nineties. These child(Please turn to page 18)

PROJECT RAMON HELPS RUSSIAN YOUTH INCORporate Judaism into their lives.. Photo Yissechar
Ruas
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TOURISM IN GAZA?
THERE’S A MAP BUT NO TOURISTS
By DAVID MILLER, MEDIA LINE
Blockaded by Israel
and Egypt, impoverished
and subject to Islamic strictures, the Gaza Strip isn’t
on the itinerary of most of
the world’s tourists, but
that hasn’t deterred Gaza
City from producing a map
highlighting local "must
sees."
The map, which
debuted a few weeks ago, is
the brainchild of students
and
lecturers
at
the
Geography Department of
the city’s University College
of Applied Sciences (UCAS).
Besides documenting its
archaeological and tourist
sites, the map includes
practical information such
as hospitals and government buildings. Funded by
the Bank of Palestine, the
English-language map is
handed out free of charge.
"We decided to give
Gaza
its
due,"
Amir
Shurrab, a lecturer at
UCAS's
Information
Technology Department and
head of Midad, the company
that implemented the mapping project, told The Media
Line. "Gaza is the world's
fourth-most-ancient city.
This project was our dream

and aspiration, which we
finally realized."
Gaza boasts unique
archeological sites dating
back millennia. The tomb of
Prophet
Muhammad's
grandfather Hashem and
the recently unearthed
Hellenistic site of Tel AlRafah near the Egyptian
border, where 1,300 silver
coins were discovered, are
only some of the city's highlights.
Shurrab said there
are enough tourists in the
city, and plenty more visiting political activists to justify creating the map. Until
now, the only tool available
for them to navigate the city
was a printout from Google
Maps, which he said isn’t
detailed enough.
Others involved in
the project admitted that
ideology played no less of a
role than practicality. Jamal
Al-Khodary, UCAS's chairman, told Al-Quds daily
that the idea of a tourist
map could be considered a
luxury, but that in fact the
initiative was "a challenge to
the blockade and the
aggression, portraying a
(Please turn to page 20)
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We Join in Extending New Year Greetings
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May the year ahead be blessed with
health and happiness.

VITAL PLANET
Vitamins • Supplements
Natural Foods, Organic Produce
& Bulk Food
Open 7 Days a Week
53 Lower Jarvis Street
416 366-4353
2789 Lake Shore Blvd. W
416 251-0553
We Join in Wishing Our Jewish
Friends and Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto, North York,
York Region and Halton-Peel
A Happy and Healthy New Year
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
to the Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May your year be a happy
and healthy one.

HOLLYWOOD

AND
ISRAEL
JON VOIGHT BUCKS TINSELTOWN TREND
By DOVID EFFUNE

hopes you
have a safe
and happy
Rosh Hashanah!

During a visit to
Israel this week, actor Jon
Voight was interviewed by
national daily Israel Hayom.
In the course of the interview Voight commented that
"Israel has a lot of support
and
many
friends
in
Hollywood." If this is indeed
the case, it is clear that few
are nearly as vocal as
Voight, a gentile, who has
emerged as the strongest
supporting voice for the
Jewish State emanating
from Hollywood.
In truth since its
founding in 1948, the relationship between America’s
royalty in Hollywood and
Israel has been temperamental. In its early days,
the plucky young State’s
compelling narrative of salvation,
courage
and
redemption captured the
hearts of the artistic elite.
Earlier productions including Exodus, Raid on Entebbe
and The House on Garibaldi
Street, captured Israel’s

struggle to garner international respect and security
for its citizens.
In more recent years
however
the
tone
in
Tinseltown has shifted,
reflected in productions
such as Munich, and Waltz
with Bashir, which although
not a Hollywood production,
was widely acclaimed in
Hollywood circles. The new
tone portrays Israel as an
established and robust entity, hunting down those that
dare cross her, while the
very human characters
struggle with the ‘unjust’
nature of their assignments.
The storyline in all of
these films is essentially the
same. In every case Israel
comes under attack and is
forced to respond. However,
in the earlier portrayals
those tasked with coming to
Israel’s defense are painted
as just messengers of righteous retribution. In latter
years, their image has
(Please turn to page 23)

We Join in Wishing
Our Jewish Friends
throughout
Metropolitan
Toronto and Area
A Happy, Healthy
and Prosperous
New Year
for your family
and friends.
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HELPFUL HINTS FOR THE JEWISH TRAVELLER
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We Wish Our Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
Best Wishes
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year bring you health,
happiness and prosperity

By MIKE COHEN
VERMONT’S SMUGGLER’S
NOTCH:
The
Jewish-owned Smuggler’s
Notch Resort in Vermont
(http://www.smuggs.com)
is one amazing place to
vacation at any time of the
year or own property.
Located 30 miles east of the
Burlington
International
Airport, it is only two hours
from Montreal and about
seven from Toronto. We
actually came via Toronto,
crossing the bridge to
Ogdensburg, New York from
Highway 401 and enjoying a
picturesque drive through
different country roads.
Smugglers'
Notch
offers a complete Mountain
Village with convenient
restaurants, lounges, entertainment, sport shop, 10
tennis courts, a driving
range, multiple and magWe Join in Extending
Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO,
NORTH YORK,
AND YORK REGION
May the coming year be a
happy and healthy one.

nificent
pools,
Rum
Runners' Hideaway reservoir, playgrounds, woodland
miniature
and disc golf
courses, a full service conference and banquet center,
a U.S. Post Office, a real
estate office, a country
store, TREASURES child
care center, a welcome and
reservation center, and two
teen centers. There are
amazing camp programs for
kids of all ages so whether
you have toddlers or teens,
make sure you ask about
these packages.
Summer programs
go from June through
September. If you are like
me and plan ahead, then
pencil this place in for next
summer and don’t be shy to
book your choice dates in
the winter. There are excellent deals available for the
fall
and
of
course
Smuggler’s Notch is noted
for absolutely fabulous ski
and snowboard facilities
from late November until
mid-April. Three interconnected mountains comprise
northern Vermont's biggest
vertical drop at 2,610 feet.
Skiers and snowboarders
are welcome on all trails.
Morse Mountain, the beginners' haven, rises directly
out of the Resort Village.
Sterling Mountain's terrain
appeals especially to intermediates, while Madonna
Mountain is the expert
skiers' mountain.
All accommodations
are mountainside condominiums ranging from studios to five bedroom townhouses with fully-equipped
living spaces and kitchens.
(Please turn to page 24)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK,
YORK REGION AND HALTON-PEEL
May the coming yer be happy and healthy
We are always pleased to serve you.
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
to the Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

B E AT I N G
THE ODDS
GAZAN DEFIES HANDICAP
By OMAR GHRAIEB, MEDIA LINE

We Extend Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the year ahead be blessed for all.

Abdul Qader Abu
Lubda is walking down
the street in his Gaza
City neighborhood one
afternoon. In one hand
he has a sheaf of papers
perched
precariously
between his palm and
two short fingers. In the
other, two stumpy fingers are holding a heavy
bag. But Abu Lubda
doesn’t look or act like
he’s struggling..
Along the way he
is smiling and greeting
neighbors and acquaintances. When someone
stops him with a question, he easily puts down
his load and takes a pen
and piece of paper from
his shirt pocket, confidently
jotting
down
words with the pen positioned between his two
fingers. In a minute, he
is back on his way.
Born with a rare
condition that left him
with two deformed and
short hands, each with
only two fingers, Abu
Lubda doesn’t just handle the ordinary challenges of day-to-day life
with ease and aplomb. In
a steely defiance of his
handicap he has mastered a host of hand-centric skills, mastering the
game of ping pong, learning to paint and making
handicrafts. And, in a
society that looks down
on the disabled, he has
found a wife and is father
to four children. Now, he
is taking on a college
degree,
“You were shocked
when you saw me carrying heavy bags with two

fingers,” he tells a visiting reporter. Heavy set,
with dark hair and a
trimmed
bear d,
Abu
Lubda fits easily into
the Gaza street scene by
his looks and dress.
(Please turn to page 28)
We Join in Extending Best
Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO,
NORTH YORK,
AND YORK REGION
May the coming year be a
happy and healthy one.
We are always pleased to
serve you.
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GOD’S ARMY
(Continued from page 5)
seminaries, joining elite
combat units and making careers of military
service.
The transfor mation has seen the deeply
religious Jews filling
leadership positions in
numbers
far
beyond
their proportion in the
general
population.
Since religious Israelis
tend to have more hawkish views, some are concer ned the ar my may
face mass insubordina-

tion if asked to carry out
any controversial moves
to implement a future
peace deal with the
Palestinians, such as
dismantling Jewish communities.
The
IDF
Spokesman’s Unit claims
it cannot supply figures
on religious soldiers.
“The IDF does not differentiate between religious
and secular soldiers,” an
army spokesman said.
(Please turn to following page)

We Are Pleased to Again Extend Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to the Jewish Community and to
Our Jewish Friend and Residents
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

STUDENTS ENJOY A BREAK AT ARIEL UNIVERsity on the West Bank. Ariel has again become a
focal point of tension between Israelis and
Palestinians. Recently Defence Minister Ehud
Barak gave the green light to build 277 new homes
in Ariel. For Palestinians the decision showed
Israel’s “contempt for a two-state solution” but for
Ariel Mayor Ron Nachman it meant that the twoyear wait for the “green light” was over. Ariel is
the fourth largest settlement in the West Bank,
with a population of around 20,000.
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes
to the Jewish community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year be happy, healthy and
prosperous for family and friends.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to Our Jewish
Friends and Customers
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your ahead be blessed with
health and happiness.
We are always pleased to serve you.

GOD’S ARMY
(Continued from preceding page)
However, a recent
edition of the defense
journal Maarachot cited
that in recent years some
30% of infantry officer
course graduates identify
themselves as “Zionistreligious,” up from just a
mere 2.5% two decades
ago. In comparison, only
about 12% of the general
public place themselves
in this category.
“There is nothing
wrong having our army
being
Jewish,”
said
Naftali Bennett, director
of the Yesha Council, the
organization representing Israelis living in post1967 communities, and a
former combat officer.
“The loyalty has to
be to the state of Israel
which is represented by
the army. And the army
needs
to
represent
Jewish values”, Bennett
told The Mdia Line.

Bennett, who is an
observant Jew who wears
a ‘yarmulke’ (or kippa),
eats strictly kosher food
and doesn’t travel on the
Sabbath, said that as a
commander in the early
1990s he was an oddbird since most of the
soldiers in his elite unit
were secular. Their education seminars usually
dealt with hearing of the
exploits of the army like
the Entebbe commando
raid and never about
Judaism.
About a decade
ago, the IDF added a
course on Judaism in its
officers’ academy. Once,
religious soldiers, who
pray three times a day,
had to pray on their
break
time.
Today,
prayer time is set aside e
in the daily schedules.
Bennett
echoes
the arguments of the

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK,
AND YORK REGION
May the coming year be a happy and healthy one.
We are always pleased to serve you.
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We Join in Wishing
the Jewish
Community of the
GTA
A Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous
New Year

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO,
NORTH YORK,
AND YORK REGION
May the coming year be a
happy and healthy one.
We are always pleased to
serve you.

national religious populace, saying that having
a soldier who is knowledgeable of religion and
heritage did not mean
they were taking a political stand.
“There is a distinction between that
and
politicizing
the
ar my,
which
I
am
against. I think the army
has to stay out of political arguments,” said
Bennett.
Religious
prearmy academies, most of
which are located in the
territories acquired by
Israel during the 1967
war, have indoctrinated
their students with the
message to go out and be
the bravest and toughest
soldiers. The proliferation of national religious
soldiers in the ar my's
most elite units is a
source of pride for some,
and cause for concer n
for others.
“It is to their credit that these folks have
taken the place that had
been filled by the boys
from the collective farms
(kibbutz). On the other
hand, the question is
how
much
can
you
ensure that they will
take the military rule
fully and not allow religious bodies to bite into
their authority?” Mann
questioned.
That said, despite
vocal fears, there were
nearly zero cases of soldiers refusing to obey
orders to forcibly evacuate Jews fr om their
homes
during
Israel
withdrawal
fr om
the
Gaza Strip in 2005.
However, six years
have passed since the
Gaza pull-out and the
ranks of religious soldiers have grown, which
may explain why some
illegal Jewish outposts
have remained in the
West Bank despite government promises to dismantle them.
(Please turn to following page))
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We Join in Extending Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to Our Jewish Friends s
May the coming year be a happy, healthy
and prosperous one.

A J LANZAROTTA
WHOLESALE FRUIT AND
VEGETABLES LTD.
SUPPLYING RESTAURANTS, HOTELS,
INSTITUTIONS AND CATERERS
We guarantee the highest quality of fresh
and custom-processed produce
www.ajlanzarotta.com
1000 Lakeshore Road East Mississauga
905 891-0510
No charge Dial 1-800-361-4519

We Are Pleased to Extend Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to the Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
and to Our Jewish Friends and Residents.
May your year be a happy and healthy one.
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We Extend Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community
On the Occasion of the New Year
May the year ahead be a happy and
healthy one for your
family and friends.

We Take Great Pleasure in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to Our
Jewish Friends and Customers
May the coming year bring you and your
family health and happiness.

GOD’S ARMY
(Continued from
Recently, 10 soldiers in the elite Golani
brigade were sentenced
to the brig for wearing at
a ceremony t-shirts proclaiming “Golani fights
the enemy and does not
expel Jews.” And recently, hoards of deeply religious pre-ar my youth
converged on the capital,
blocked the main roads
and attempted to storm
the Supreme Court of
Justice after a wellknown, right-wing rabbi
was arrested for allegedly endorsing a book
which incites violence
against non-Jews.
“I think that Israel
is coming to a juncture
where it has to answer
the significant question
of whether it wants to
continue being a Jewish,
democratic,
Zionist,
moder n,
enlightened
state or shall we turn
into
a
rabbinical
‘Judeastan,’” said Rafi
Mann.
Mann said that
the ranks of religiously
observant soldiers have
been strengthened and
that they “are trying to
change the character of

We Extend
Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to Our
Jewish Friends.
May the coming year
bring you health
and happiness.

preceding page)
the state.”
The upper ranks
of the IDF are still mainly secular, albeit the
deputy chief of general
staff and two others on
the general staff are religiously observant (and
graduates of the same
high
school
class).
Today, an over -proportionate number of these
soldiers make up the
mid-level
ranks
and
their ascendency to top
r oles in the future is
only natural.
“I am not going to
count yarmulkes. I was
at a 25-year reunion of
my unit, and when army
commanders got up to
speak they not only
quoted
Israel’s
first
prime minister David
Ben Gurion, but now for
the first time quoted also
fr om the Bible. That
means
our
ar my
is
becoming more Jewish,”
Bennett said.
We Join in Wishing Our
Jewish Friends throughout
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO AND AREA
A Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous New Year
It is always a pleasure to
serve you.
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TURNING ON OBAMA
(Continued from page 5)
as so threatening to
Israel that they undoubtedly contributed to the
record
tur nout
to
AIPAC’s annual policy
conference.
Obama must have
expected
a
dif ferent
reception
when
he
accepted the invitation
to speak. When he gave
his speech on the broader Middle East at the
State Department earlier
he surely thought he was
giving
a
pro-Israel
speech that would be
warmly received and that
his appearance at AIPAC
would be a victory lap. It
didn’t turn out that way.
Obama’s
State
Department
speech,
which was far more supportive of Israel’s positions than that of the
Palestinians, provoked a
firestorm of controversy
because of his reference
to the 1967 border as the
starting point for a future

Israeli withdrawal. The
statement was misconstrued as a call for a
total withdrawal from the
West Bank – his call for
land swaps had indicated
Israel
would
be
expected to keep some
territory – and he was
forced to tell AIPAC what
he really meant.
His AIPAC address
was again overwhelmingly pro-Israel, but the
response ranged from
deafening
silence
to
tepid applause. Coming
on the heels of reports
the Obama campaign is
concerned about losing
the support of major
Jewish donors, Obama
had hoped to shore up a
loyal base. Two years of
disastrous policies, however, has created feelings
in the pro-Israel community that range from suspicion to hostility, with
only the most rabid
(Please turn to following page)

RECENTL Y THE ISRAEL SUPREME COUR T
ruled that Israel must make certain changes in
the route of its security barrier near Bil’in.
Ironically the above worker is just one of many
Palestinians who are employed by Israel to
build the barrier. Israeli officials readily admit
that this can cause problems, Palestinians
sometimes deliberately cut holes in the fence.
But the security risks are not extensive and the
Palestinians themselves are willing to earn the
relatively high wages the job pays.

We Join in Wishing All Our
Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year
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We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends
throughout Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year

CO-OP
CABS
416-504-2667
SERVING THE
GTA
We Are Pleased to Again Extend Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
We wish you health and happiness
in the year ahead.

TURNING ON OBAMA
(Continued from preceding page)
Democratic
partisans current Republican field
and the “save Israel in fits that bill and it is
spite of itself” crowd still unlikely such a candiblindly supportive.
date could win the nomiPrime
Minister nation given the bias in
Benjamin Netanyahu’s favor of social conservavigorous
riposte
to tives in Republican priObama’s initial speech maries and the influence
and lecturing of the of the Tea Party. On the
president at the White o t h e r h a n d , R o n a l d
House would nor mally
make the Israeli lobby
We Extend
jittery,
as
tensions
Best Wishes for
between presidents and
ROSH HASHANAH
prime
ministers
are
to our Jewish Friends in
never good for Israel, but
METROPOLITAN
Netanyahu was greeted
TORONTO, NORTH
as the rock star when he
YORK, YORK REGION
spoke to AIPAC and, even
May the coming yer be
more
so,
when
he
happy and healthy
addressed Congress.
We are always pleased to
Many people were
serve you.
disappointed
that
Netanyahu did not present a peace plan; however, his description of
the realities of the current situation in the
region were consistent
with the views of the
Israeli lobby. By contrast, the president’s
Arabist outlook, placing
the Palestinian issue as
the crux of all the problems in the region, while
ignoring the implications
of the Arab spring for
We Join in Extending
regional
stability,
is
Best Wishes to the Jewish
viewed as woefully naive.
Community of
Obama
has
no
Metropolitan Toronto,
doubt seen poll data sugNorth York, York Region and
gesting his Jewish supHalton-Peel
port has fallen from the
On
the Occasion of
78% he was elected with
Rosh
Hashanah
to the mid-60s. While
May
the
coming
year bring
still a healthy majority,
this is the lowest level of
your family and friends
support for a Democrat
health and happiness.
since Jimmy Carter, and
could be the difference in
key
states
such
as
Florida in a close election.
One thing Obama
has going for him is the
lack of a Republican
alter native.
Moderate
Jewish Democrats are
looking for someone who
is liberal on social policies but hawkish on
defense and unabashedly
pro-Israel. No one in the
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Reagan got 39% of the
Jewish vote in 1980
despite his conservative
views because of Jimmy
Carter’s
anti-Israel
image. Obama may yet
alienate a majority of
Jews.
The irony is that
Obama’s two speeches
showed greater support
for Israel than his earlier
policies – he made no
demand for a settlement
freeze and recognized
that Israel will keep part
of the West Bank, while
blasting the Palestinians
for refusing to negotiate,
uniting with Hamas and
their efforts to delegitimize Israel and unilaterally declare a state.
Clearly, he must
do more.
Obama must go to
Israel to speak directly
to the people. He must
show that he feels their
pain from six decades of
war and terror. He must
recognize Jerusalem as
the capital of Israel,
make clear Palestinian
refugees
will
go
to
Palestine, and demonstrate understanding of
the dangers to Israel
posed
by
Iran,
Hezbollah, Hamas and
regional tur m o i l . H e e

should
acknowledge
Jewish claims to Judea
and Samaria and express
understanding for the
sacrifice
involved
in
making territorial compromises on the West
Bank.
He
should
renounce the Arabist
view that Israel is the
source of Mideast instability and the cause of
anti-American feelings,
and that solving the
Palestinian issue is a
panacea. He must tell
the Israelis he will not
try to impose a solution
on them and he will
facilitate direct negotiations and demand that
the Palestinians cease
terror, recognize Israel
as a Jewish state and
negotiate without preconditions. Obama must
convince Israelis that he
understands the risks
involved in making peace
and that America has
their back.
This
may
be
viewed
as
pandering
before the election, but if
his deeds match his
words, he could win back
the doubters, rebuild
trust with Israelis and
create the conditions for
restarting
the
peace
process.
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SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL NOTICES
ARE IN THE MAIL.
WE WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR
PROMPT REMITTANCE.

Mr. Lube Extends New Year Holiday Greetings
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers throughout Metropolitan Toronto and Area
May the coming year be blessed with health and happiness.
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of Rosh Hashanah
May the coming year bring your family and friends
health and happiness.
We are always pleased to serve you.

We Extend Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of the GST
for a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year for family and friends.

ISRAEL AS CRUCIBLE
(Continued from preceding page)
ren often consider themselves more Israeli than of
Russian origin.
In Israel, the population is more of a mosaic
than a melting pot. Those
with strong identities that
deviate from the standard
Israeli one can often feel
alienated. The Rimon camp
organizers realize that while
the campers do not have to
“feel” Russian, they can
uncover the other ways they
are one cohesive group –
their Jewish heritage.
As is the case with
many of Jewish Agency programs, the magical panacea
crystallized in focusing on
Israel as the source of
Jewish pride and inspiration. Over a two week time
frame, these children, many
of whom viewed their
Judaism as only a fact of
their ethnic heritage but
never a fundamental, defining aspect of who they were,
begin to discover that their
Jewish
identity
could
become a central facet of
their lives.
By developing leadership and creative skills
and having dialogue about

Judaism and Israel, the
campers begin to change
their outlook on what it
means to be a Jew and how
to
incorporate
their
Judaism into their daily life.
For example, on a
day trip to Hasmonean
We Extend Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO, NORTH
YORK AND YORK
REGION
May the coming yer be
happy and healthy
We are always pleased to
serve you.

We Join in Wishing Our
Jewish Friends
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto,
North York,York Region
and Halton-Peel
A Joyous
Rosh Hashanah
Celebration
May the coming year be
happy and healthy.

PAYING TRIBUTE TO
Canadian soliders at
the UN Peacekeeping
Forces’ base on the
Israeli-Syrian border.
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Village in Central Israel,
campers discovered their
personal and family connections to the land and people
We Join in Extending
Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to Our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO, NORTH YORK,
AND YORK REGION
May the coming year be a
happy and healthy one.
We are always pleased to
serve you.

We Take Pleasure
in Extending
Rosh Hashanah
Greetings to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto
May the year ahead
bring your family and
friends peace
and prosperity.
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of Israel through the language, the food and the
dress of various local attractions. Actually seeing the
how they are part of the history and heritage of the
Jewish people is an important part of the Rimon educational program and one
that has the most powerful
impact on its participants.
The camp never tries
to distance the child from
his or her cultural identity –
the opposite actually - and
we firmly believe that this
must remain an integral
part of how the camper
views themselves.
The
many questions campers
have of their “dueling identities” between being culturally Russian and Jewish is
addressed with compassion
and knowledge and children
begin to recognize that their
strength and uniqueness
lies in the very complexity of
their cultural heritage, with
the connection to Israel at
the core.
The author moved to
Israel from Moscow in 1990
at age 8. She most recently
served as a staff counselor
at Project Rimon’s summer
camp in Israel. She currently
resides in Jerusalem.

We Extend Best
Wishes to Our
Jewish Friends
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be
blessed with health
and happiness.

We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends
throughout
METROPOLITAN TORONTO
AND AREA
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year!

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
Rosh Hashanah to Our Jewish Friends and
Customers throughout Metropolitan Toronto,
North York, York Region and Halton-Peel.
May the coming year be blessed with
health and happiness.
We are always pleased to serve you.
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TOURISM IN GAZA
(Continued from page 7)

We Take Pleasure in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to Our Jewish
Friends and Customers throughout the GTA
We wish you and your family peace and
prosperity in the year ahead.

bright image for Gaza and
Palestine."
Sari Bashi, director
of Gisha, an Israeli non-government organization seeking to increase freedom of
movement to and from the
Gaza Strip, said only the
most dedicated and determined
travelers
would
stand a chance of ever
entering Gaza. In fact, an
ordinary tourist -- the kind
that wants to explore sites
and lie on the beach -- can’t
enter at all.
Subject to a blockade since the Islamic fundamentalist movement Hamas
seized control in 2007, the
enclave has only two border
crossings:
the
Rafah
Crossing with Egypt and the
Erez Crossing with Israel.
There is neither an airport
nor a seaport in operation.
"It's difficult to enter
through Egypt because its
policy is in flux right now,
and a visa is required to
enter Egypt," Bashi told The
Media Line.
To enter from the
Israeli side, one must show
the Israeli army that he is
either a journalist, an
employee of an international

aid organization, a diplomat
or a foreigner with family in
Gaza, she said.
"I'm not aware of
people who applied for the
express purpose of tourism
and were allowed to enter,”
said Bashi, although she
admitted that Israel has
loosened restrictions in the
past year.
But Nabeela Maliha,
an archeology expert working for Gaza's Tourism
Ministry, said the Israeli
blockade created a new and
unique form of tourism: solidarity tourism.
"Groups,
mostly
from Europe and East Asia,
come in through Egypt to
identify with the people of
Gaza," Maliha told The
Media Line. Its superb
weather
and
beautiful
Mediterranean
beaches
would make Gaza an attractive tourist destination
under
normal
circumstances, but Israel stunted
Gaza's tourist potential, she
said.
"The occupation is
the number one reason.
Tourism requires control of
your borders in land, sea
and air. We have none of

We Join in Extending Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN TORONTO,
NORTH YORK,AND YORK REGION
May the coming year be a happy and healthy
one for family and friends.
We are always pleased to serve you.
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that."
Maliha added that
Gaza's security instability
as well as the unwillingness
of international organizations such as United
Nations
Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) to
cooperate
with
Gaza's
Hamas government harmed
tourism, too.

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to Our
Jewish Friends
and Clients for
ROSH HASHANAH
We wish you peace and
prosperity in the
year ahead.

We Wish All Our
Jewish Friends and
Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto,
North York,
York Region and
Halton-Peel
A Happy and Healthy
New Year

"The Hamas government is under siege, so
tourism is pushed to the
bottom of the priority list,"
she said. "The money in the
budget is spent on food,
health, education and construction projects."
As
international
activists scrambled to board
boats headed for Gaza in
defiance of the Israeliimposed naval blockade,
Hamas
Prime
Minister
Ismail Haniyah declared
that Gaza had succeeded in
vanquishing the blockade
through international development projects and government investment.
"We have overcome
years of cruel blockade
through our steadfastness
and sacrifice, and today we
show that our people are
greater than the blockade
and greater than the occupation," Haniyah said at the
cornerstone ceremony of a
new park and stadium in
the Gaza Strip refugee camp
of Nuseirat.
Maliha denied that
foreigners feared Gaza for
internal reasons, although
they certainly had good reason to. In April, Italian
peace
activist
Vittorio
Arrigoni was abducted in
Gaza and brutally executed
by an extremist Islamic
group. In March 2007, BBC
correspondent
Alan
Johnston was kidnapped in
Gaza by the Army of Islam,
another extremist group,
and held in captivity for
nearly four months.
Tourism sites have
also been targeted by local
fundamentalists. The Crazy
Water Park, opened on May
2010 to serve Gaza's upper
class, was burned to the
ground four months later.
The park had been shut
down by the Hamas government in August because it
allowed men and women to
mix.
Given the state of
affairs in Gaza it is little
wonder that it has not
become a tourist haven. A
change in ideology would
probably be a good start.
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Happy New Year to the Jewish Community

We Extend Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of the GTA
for a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year for family and friends.

JOHN POULET
CHEQUE WRITER SERVICE
CANADIAN DIST. STANDARD REGISTER
• CHEQUE PROTECTORS & SIGNERS,
SALES/SERVICE - ALL MAKES & MODELS
• SECURE CHEQUE WRITING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
• HP & LEXMARK MICR LASER PRINTERS
• PRESSURE SEAL MAILING SOLUTIONS
• ENCODERS / ENDORSERS / CURRENCY COUNTERS
“the leader in secure cheque writing for over 40 years”
www.jpoulet.com

49 Denham Dr., Richmond Hill
905 889-6163

We At

Guild Electric
Extend Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Metropolitan Toronto and Area
for a Happy and Healthy
New Year
Electrical & Communication Contractors to
Industry, Commerce, Traffic & Institutions
470 Midwest Road, Scarborough, ON M1P 4Y5
416-288-8222
www.guildelectric.com
EST 1954
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We Extend Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of the GTA
for a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year for family and friends.

We Take Pleasure in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to Our Jewish
Friends and Customers throughout the GTA
We wish you and your family peace and
prosperity in the year ahead.

We Join in Extending New Year Greetings
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers
May your year be blessed with
health and happiness.

TORONTO RABBI COMFORTED
VICTIMS OF 911
Rabbi
T ina
Grimberg of Toronto’s
Congregation
Darchei
Noam was the newly
ordained assistant rabbi
at Temple Beth Elohim in
Park Slope, Brooklyn, on
September
11,
2001.
Park Slope is just across
the Brooklyn Bridge from
lower Manhattan and the
community she served
was directly and profoundly affected. Rabbi
Grimberg can of fer a
first-hand perspective of
the tragedy of that day
and the many ways –
heroic and everyday –
that people helped each
other through the days
that followed.
On that sunny
September
mor ning,
Rabbi Grimberg watched
in horror as the sky
turned black with smoke
and chunks of flying rubble. The smell of burning
rubber choked her as she
rushed to Temple Beth
Elohim to help. The synagogue is one of the closest to where the World
Trade Center had stood.
It immediately opened its
doors to give shelter and
water to the crowds of
bewildered, frightened
p e o p l e streaming on foot
across
the
Brooklyn
Bridge. T ina Grimberg
recalls that many of them
were dazed, their shoes
covered with dreadful

dust.
Day after day the
synagogue
was
open
long into the night to
receive individuals from
all religions and all
walks of life. Rabbi
Grimberg was called on
to counsel and support
many members of the
congregation and of the
community - Jews and
non-Jews - who had lost
loved ones. Because of
its pr oximity to the
Towers, Park Slope firefighters were among the
first to respond. Eleven
of them died. Rabbi
Grimberg spoke at a vigil
for the widows. One of
her congregants, a midwife, was devastated to
learn that her patient, a
pregnant woman, had
perished on the eleventh
floor of one of the buildings. Another had to
take over the care of her
granddaughter when her
son-in-law was killed. A
shaken
woman
who
worked in the towers
tried to make sense of
her
escape
simply
because she had gone to
a doctor’s appointment.
For more information
about
Rabbi
Grimberg’s experiences,
please
contact
Rabbi
Grimberg’s
Assistant,
Renee Cammy at 416638-4783, ext. 27 or 22
or at reneedn@bellnet.ca
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HOLLYWOOD AND ISRAEL
(Continued from page 9)
shifted to vengeful, unjust
and at times heartless
killers.
The list of Jewish
superstars that are politically active includes Natalie
Portman, Sasha Baron
Cohen,
Jerry
Seinfeld,
Scarlett
Johansson,
Barbara Streisand, Sarah
Silverman, Woody Allen,
Steven
Spielberg,
and
Maggie Gyllenhaal. Yet, as
pointed out by Michelle
Oddis writing for Human
Events, at a rally following
international condemnation
of the Flotilla incident last
year, “of twenty-five speakers that stood in support of
Israel,
including
Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger, the
only “Hollywood type” was
Voight.”
At a Los Angeles
event aiming to address this
subject, organized by the
World Alliance for Israel
Political Action Committee,
producer
Marc
Platt
explained that “Hollywood
loves an underdog, always
has.” He then added that

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes
to Our Jewish Friends
and Customers
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
for a Happy, Healthy
and Prosperous
ROSH HASHANAH

“because Israel is now in a
position of power, power can
be abused, and that leads to
criticism.”
It may be true that
Israel’s status has been
shifted, which in and of
itself is a travesty, but that
perhaps is just another
symptom of a greater
underlying malady, namely
Israel’s failure to harness
and convey its own narrative. It seems that the
Jewish State has all but
relinquished control over
the exposition and chronicling of its story.
Hollywood’s attention span is limited; a film
never captures a complete
picture, when the lone
ranger rides off into the
sunset, the happy couple
embrace or the enemy is
vanquished, and the credits
begin to roll, what happens
next is rarely explored, the
viewers move on. It seems to
me as if in the Hollywood
mind, Israel’s movie came to
an end in the early eighties
and now its collective
chronicle has become mundane. The latest Palestinian
Arab release is more compelling. Who cares if it flies
in the face of moral conventions, as the only equation
is in its ability to captivate
an audience.
Voight, a seasoned
Hollywood professional, has
been principled enough to
understand that ‘Israel the
movie’ is sequel material.
The components that captured hearts and minds
across the world just a short
while ago are still very much
intimate components in the
fabric that makes up Israel’s
story. Israel is still that
plucky, resilient nation of
visionaries, once separated
and now reunited with their
beloved land. Its enemies
have assumed new forms
but are still bereft of moral
compass, crouching in the
dark, awaiting the opportunity to pounce for the kill.
(Please turn to following page)

We Join in Extending Best Wishes
to Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout Metropolitan Toronto and Area
for a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
ROSH HASHANAH

COINAMATIC CANADA
INC.
Smart Card and Coin Vended Laundry
Full Service Contracts, Rentals & Sales
Parking Management
301 Matheson Blvd. W.,
Mississauga, 905 755-1946
No charge Dial..............1 800 561-1972
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We Wish the Jewish Community A
Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year

We Extend Best Wishes to Our Jewish
Friends and Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto Area
On the Occasion of Rosh Hashanah
May the coming year be a healthy
and happy one.

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from preceding page)
As the storms gather,
markets
tremble,
Islamists seize control in
vacuums left in the wake of
the Arab spring and the
menace of Iran looms on the
horizon, the script for ‘Israel
Part 2’ has yet to be written.
The Author is the
director of the Algemeiner
Journal and the GJCF and
can be e-mailed at defune@gjcf.com. Please visit
www.algemeiner.com
for
more information.

•
TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from page 9)
Lodgings and facilities are
all located in the walkabout
Village. A free on-demand
shuttle service also runs
daily
throughout
the
Village. We stayed in a
beautiful two bedroom
slopeside
condominium.
Homes are prepared for
your arrival with bath towels, linens, blankets and pillows. Your condominium
will also have hotel size bars
of bath soap, toilet paper,
paper towels, dish towels,
dish soap, sponges and
trash bags. The kitchen in
your village home includes
pots, pans, plates, glasses,
silverware, cooking utensils,

Happy New Year
from your
friends at

We Extend Best Wishes
to the
Jewish Community of
YORK REGION
AND AREA
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year be a
happy and healthy one.

We Join in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to Our Jewish Friends
throughout Metropolitan Toronto, York Region and North York.
May the year ahead bring you health and happiness for family and friends.
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a toaster and an auto-drip
coffee maker. All homes
have a stove, refrigerator, a
stacking washer and dryer
or access to a washer and
dryer in the building. This is
all very convenient for a
family who wishes to keep
kosher while on the premises. Private rooms do not
have a kitchen.
Smugglers’Notch
currently has 660 units,

We Are Pleased to
Again Extend Best
Wishes to Our
Jewish Patrons for
ROSH HASHANAH
May the year ahead
bring you peace
and prosperity.

We Extend Best Wishes
to the
Jewish Community of
the GTA
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year be a
happy and healthy one.
We are pleased to
serve you.

with a new phase of 35 on
the way. There are presently more than 7,000 owners,
ranging from time-shares of
two weeks a year to those
who are permanent owners
and share in the profits
when their units are rented
during the year.
Indeed, Smuggler’s
Notch place offers a total
escape from anyone’s day to
day stress. I strongly recommend an extended stay.
JEWISH OWNERSHIP: This piece of paradise
has actually been under
Jewish
ownership
for
decades. Current boss Bill
Stritzler first discovered
Smugglers’ as a property
owner in 1977. He was
hired as the managing
director in 1987. Nine years
later he bought the resort
from another Jewish businessman, Stanley Snider.
His daughter, Lisa Howe,
came on board in 2002 as
vice president of new marketing opportunities, information technology and full
owner contracts
Smugglers’ hosts a
lot of Jewish groups and
schools, particularly for
winter ski trips. There have
even been Jewish weddings
on the premises, complete
with all of the kosher trimmings. The fully equipped
condos
enable
kosher
guests to stock and cook
their own food. “Staff at our
country store on the
grounds know that if someone comes into the store on
Shabbat and indicates they
cannot exchange money
because of the Sabbath we
are to accept the honour
system and allow them to
come back after sundown
and pay,”
Stritzler says.
“We have also had Jewish
groups and families who
have offered Shabbat services in their units and
invited anyone who wishes
to join them.”
DINING: There are
no kosher restaurants in
the area. Smuggs has a
number of eateries on the
grounds, but I would rec(Please turn to following page)
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the Jewish
Community of Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of Rosh Hashanah
May the coming year bring your family and friends
health and happiness.

Featuring magnificent antique billiard tables,
fine cuisine and attentive staff
The Academy’s elegant setting is the perfect
backdrop for your Bar or Bat Mitzvah, wedding,
anniversary or engagement party
One Snooker Street (formerly Hanna Avenue)

416-532-2782
www.sphericalarts.com
We Join in Extending Best Wishes to
the Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
For A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year
We are always pleased to serve you.
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Happy New Year to Our Jewish
Friends and Patrons
We invite you to enjoy our fine food and
friendly hospitality

We Join in Extending Best Wishes
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends and Customers.
May the coming year be a happy and healthy one.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to
the Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
for a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year
We are always pleased to serve you.

HARCOURTS LIMITED
ROBEMAKERS
SINCE 1842
LEGAL, ACADEMIC, CLERICAL,
REGALIA
FINE “MADE-TO-MEASURE” SUITS
19 DUNCAN STREET - 3RD FLOOR
TORONTO, ONTARIO M5H 3H1
P-416-977-4408 F-416-977-3856
INFO@HARCOURTS.COM
WWW.HARCOURTS.COM

TRAVEL TALES
(Continued from preceding page)
ommend
the
Three
Mountain
Lodge
(www.threemountainlodge.
com). It is located on scenic
and historic Smugglers'
Notch Road (Route 108) in
Jeffersonville, just a five
minute drive from the
resort. Originally built in
1966 by the University of
Vermont for their Outing
Club, the lodge has a 30
year tradition of hosting
good times. It later housed
the UVM & Johnson State
College ski teams, as well as
a state-run alternative
school. In the late seventies,
Smugglers'
Notch
Resort purchased the property, gave it the name Three
Mountain
Lodge,
and
returned it to use as a ski
dorm. In 1983, Steve and
Colleen Blood came to
Jeffersonville and began
their operation, at first continuing the ski lodging tradition business in winter
and a restaurant the rest of
the year. In 1984 they purchased the property. With
the restaurant's continued
growth, it became hard to
accommodate ski groups.
To the disappointment of
many loyal guests and
friends, lodging had to be
phased out. This is a popular spot to dine. They are
open six days a week and
closed on Mondays. Steve or
Colleen usually greet you at
the door and bring a large
whiteboard to your table
containing all of the specials. There are plenty of
meat and seafood selections. The prime rib is one
of their specialities, charcoal broiled in 10 and 16
ounce servings. It comes
with two sides. I opted for
the mashed potatoes and
baked macaroni.
The
steaks, broiled trout, slow
cooked ribs and rack of
lamb also looked great.
Make sure not to leave without trying their homemade
ice cream. We sampled the
blueberry and vanilla flavors. You can call 802-644-

5736
or
email
threemt@together.net.
Mike Cohen’s email
address is
info@mikecohen.ca. Read his very
detailed story on Smugglers’
Notch at www.sandboxworld.com/travel.
We Join in Extending
Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends in
METROPOLITAN
TORONTO,
NORTH YORK,
AND YORK REGION
May the coming year be a
happy and healthy one.

We Join in Wishing
Our Jewish Friends
and Customers
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
A Happy, Healthy
and Prosperous
New Year
We are always pleased
to serve you.
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HILARIOUS
ONE MAN COMEDY
HITS TORONTO
The international hit
comedy
“My
Mother's
Italian, My Father's Jewish
& I'm in Therapy!” is heading to Toronto's Bathurst
St. Theatre for a 12-week
engagement October 12,
2011-January 1, 2012.
Tickets are now on sale
through Ticketmaster and
also online at www.italianjewish.ca. My Mother's
Italian, My Father's Jewish
& I'm in Therapy! played for
two years in New York City
in the heart of Broadway at
the Little Shubert Theatre
and the Westside Theatre;
and has toured internationally in more than 100 cities.
Described as "One
part lasagna, one part kreplach, and two parts
Prozac," you don't have to
be Jewish or Italian to love
this show. All you need is to

We Join in Wishing
Our Jewish Friends
and Customers
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
A Happy and Healthy
New Year

DEPENDABLE
ANODIZING
LTD.
ETCH & ANODIZE
PROCESS UP TO 24’6”
2 STAGE BRONZE
ALSO SPECIALIZING
IN SMALL PARTS
“SERVING SINCE 1973”

268 Don Park Road,
Markham, Ontario
905 475-1229

know what it feels like to
leave a family dinner with
heartburn and a headache
Variety said it's "a little Alan
King here, a pinch of
Seinfeld there, with a
smidgen of Don Rickles,
Billy Crystal and George
Carlin thrown in." Regis
Philbin
called
it
"Hysterically funny! Nonstop laughs all the way! I
can't recommend this show
enough, it's just great!" And
Martha
Stewart
Living
Radio raved that it was "as
heartwarming as comfort
food. Everyone can relate to
this!"
while
Hadassah
Magazine described it as a
90-minute laugh-fest!"
Written by awardwinning
author
Steve
Solomon (pictured below),
the hilarious one-man comedy is based on Solomon's
life growing up in a wacky
family noted for its bi-ethnic
diversity and aptitude for
dysfunctional behavior, and
all the people in his life
whose sole purpose was to
drive him into therapy! The
author, whose mother is
from Palermo and whose
father is from Russia, grew
up as one of seven siblings
in Brooklyn, NY.
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We Join in Wishing Our Jewish Friends
and Customers throughout Metropolitan Toronto,
North York and York Region
A Happy and Healthy New Year
for family and friends.

We Wish Our Jewish Friends and Clients
throughout the GTA
a Joyous
New Year Celebration
May your year be a happy
and healthy one.

We Join in Wishing Our Jewish
Friends and Clients throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Joyous Rosh Hashanah Celebration

TERRY C. STAPLEY
CO. LIMITED
Pajco® Lexide
Skivertex®
Kivar® / Hyflex™
Wire-O® Bindings
Loose Leaf Ring Metals
Pressboard
35 Green Court, Ajax ON L1S 6W9
Tel: 905-686-5585
800-394-2544
Fax: 905-686-5755
800-475-7326
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We Join in Wishing the Jewish Community
of Metropolitan Toronto, North York,
York Region and Halton-Peel
A Happy and Healthy New Year
for family and friends.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the Jewish
Community of Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the year ahead be a happy and healthy one
for family and friends.

We Join in Wishing Our Jewish
Friends and Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto, North York,
York Region and Halton-Peel
A Joyous New Year Celebration

BEATING THE ODDS
(Continued from page 10)
“You should have seen
me carrying my children
when they were toddlers.
I even held two of them
at a time in each hand.”
The ease with Abu
Lubda, 34, copes with
his disability belies the
many years be spent
struggling to overcome
his physical limitations
and more importantly
the psychological blocks
to accepting who he was
and what he could or
couldn’t do. In a part of
the world where suffering and redemption are
usually framed in political
ter ms
of
the
Palestinian
struggle
against Israel Abu Lubda
is rare instance of a
Gazan whose challenges
were intimately personal
and physical
“I went through a
phase in my life when I
lost touch with reality. I
was doing everything a
normal person can and
was even doing much
more sometimes. I didn’t
feel disabled,” he recalls.
“I was angry when someone would label me as
disabled. But then I
lear ned the lesson, if
you want to overcome
your
disability
you
should accept it first
and not deny it.”
Even
today,
it
took convincing to get
Abu Lubda to tell his
story. “I’m not extraordinary, you know. I’m just
like everybody else, I
just worked extra hard
on myself.”
Life in Gaza – a
tiny enclave of 1.5 million people, impoverished and cut off from
the
wider
world
by
Israel’s embargo is generally difficult. But Abu
Lubda and others with
physical handicaps must
also contend with social
stigma placed on them.
While more and m o r e
services are available

from organizations like
the
Palestinian
Red
Crescent Society (PRCS),
many grew up without
the help of trained professionals and families
with the knowledge and
resources to help them.
Abu Lubda serves as
mentor for many of

We Join in Wishing
Our Jewish Friends
and Customers
throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
A Happy and Healthy
New Year

We Join in Wishing
Our Jewish Friends
and Customers
a Joyous
New Year Celebration
May your year be
a happy and
healthy one.
We are always pleased
to serve you..
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them.
Basel Muqdadi, 11
years
Abu
Lubda’s
junior, was born with the
same condition. The two
were
introduced
two
years ago and since
then,
he
says,
Abu
Lubda has become his
mentor and inspiration.
“When I met Abdul Qader
I was blown away and
immediately saw him as
my role model,” he told
The Media Line.
“It’s hard to be
young
and
disabled,
especially in Gaza,” says
Muqdadi,. “People either
judge you or show you
pity with little consideration to your feelings. No
matter how amazing you
are at the end of the day
you are called ‘disabled’
by your friends and family and by your society.”

We Join in Wishing
Our Jewish Friends
and Customers in
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
A Happy, Healthy
and Prosperous
New Year.
We are pleased to
serve you.
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Abu Lubda was
bor n in 1977 in Rafah
city to a poor family that
already had five children
to raise. He was left
largely to figure out on
his own how to cope
with
his
disability.
Slowly, he trained himself
how
to
tackle
actions as simple as
holding a pen, over the
years gradually emerging into an independent,
self-suf ficient teenager.
If he was ever angry at
himself for his fate, he
never blamed his parents for not knowing
how to raise him.
Left to his own
devices, he says, he
became
driven
to
achieve a better life and
overcome his disability.
“Yes, you sometimes ask your parents
and God why you? Why
did you have to be disabled while others are
nor mal?” he asks without any hint of self pity.
“I was frustrated
at my early age, especially when I saw my
parents feeling confused
and frustrated because
they didn’t know what to
do with me. Gaza back
in 1977, ther e wer e
much fewer associations
for the disabled and
fewer awar eness pr ograms. Families with
disabled children were
considered as jinxed or
cursed, which doesn’t
make you feel exactly
happy when you are just
a little kid who was bor n
with a condition and
didn’t actually do this to
himself.”
He
also
took
advantage
of
every
opportunity that came
his way from professionals, which led him to the
PRCS when it embarked
on a new pr ogram to
teach
the
disabled
sports and other activities. “I trained hard and
grabbed every oppor(Please turn to page 31)

We Wish All Our Jewish Friends and
Customers throughout the GTA
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year for all your
family and friends.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May the coming year bring you health and happiness.
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We Wish Our Jewish

We Wish All Our Jewish Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

Friends throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
and Area
a Healthy, Happy and
Prosperous New Year
for family and friends.

We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Metropolitan Toronto,
North York, York Region and Halton-Peel
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

We Join in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to Our Jewish Friends
throughout Metropolitan Toronto,
York Region and North York.
May the year ahead be happy and healthy.
We are always pleased to serve you.

AS PAR T OF ITS MISto bolster the Jewish day
school movement, the
Institute for UniversitySchool Partnership at
Yeshiva University once
again placed recent college graduates in communities across North
America to begin their
careers as educators.
With support from the
Legacy Heritage Fund
Limited, 17 young teachers will participate in the
Legacy Heritage Teacher
T raining Fellowship, a
two-year program that
provides fellows with
support and mentorship
within their host school,
One
of
the
Legacy
Heritage
T eacher
Fellows, Toronto native
Kyle Borenstein, will
spend the year teaching
Judaic studies in both
the middle and high
school
of
Houston’s
Robert
M.
Beren
Academy. “I look forward to further contributing to the school’s
Judaic and secular programs as I continue to
bring love of teaching
and lear ning into the
classroom,”
said
Borenstein, who graduated
from
Yeshiva
University’s Sy Syms
School of Business with
a major in Business and
Management.

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto,
North York, York Region
and Halton-Peel
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be a
happy and healthy one.
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BEATING THE ODDS
(Continued from page 29)
nity I could to become
better, better trained
and
str onger,”
he
recalls.
When
he
was
asked in which program
he wanted to enroll, he
answered: “Thank you,
I’ll take them all.” He
wasn’t joking, and a few
years later he was comWe Join in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to
Our Jewish
Customers and Friends
throughout Metropolitan
Toronto and Area.
May the year ahead be a
happy and healthy one.
We are always pleased to
serve you.

We Wish All our
Jewish Friends and
Customers throughout
Metropolitan Toronto
A Happy, Healthy nd
Prosperous
New Year for
family and friends.

peting in ping pong, was
painting and engaged in
handicrafts.
“I thrived
to absorb every bit I can
fr om
every
pr ogram
because I had bigger
plans in mind,” Abu
Lubda adds proudly..
He is a member of
a slew of Arab and international clubs for the
disabled athletes and,
travel
to
Lebanon,
Jor dan, Dubai, Syria
and European countries
on a special visa. He has
won medals for ping
pong in Arab and international competition.
He holds a paddle
confidently between his
two fingers as if he had
no handicap at all.
Perhaps why his four
children – two boys and
two girls
have never
asked him about his disability. They simply didn’t see it.
“I had to sit with
them and explain the
condition I was bor n
with,” he says, adding
with a laugh: “I don’t
want them to think that
I’m nor mal while all
other people ar e disabled because they have
five fingers and long
hands
The
toughest
challenge for Abu Lubda
is making a living. He
gets about 1,000 Israeli
shekels a month ($293)
in
the
for m
of
an
allowance for the disabled.
Sometimes
it
works out to less than
that. “It brings me nothing these days aside
from rent, water, electricity and life expenses,”
he
says,
but
expresses no bitter ness.
“I’m luckier than
others. I get paid sometimes for training others
and
participating
in
competitions or handicrafts exhibitions “Other
(Please turn to page 34)
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We Take Pleasure in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to
Our Jewish Customers and Friends.
May the year ahead be happy,
healthy and prosperous.

We Join in Extending
Rosh Hashanah Greetings to Our Jewish Friends
throughout Metropolitan Toronto,
York Region and North York.
May the year ahead bring you
health and happiness.

TAP PHONG TRADING CO., INC.

HOUSEWARES & KITCHEN GADGETS
IMPORTER: TABLE TOP, RESTAURANT
EQUIPMENT & SMALLWARE

360 Spadina Ave.,
416-977-6364
web: www.tapphong.com
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We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of Metropolitan Toronto
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be a happy and healthy one.

OFRA HARNOY
RETURNS TO
THE STAGE
World-renowned cellist Ofra Harnoy makes her
long-awaited return to the
concert stage for the opening of Mooredale Concerts’
23rd
season,
Sunday,
September 25, 3:15 p.m. at
Walter Hall, 80 Queen’s
Park Crescent, Toronto.
She will appear with
Mooredale’s artistic director, the equally celebrated
Anton Kuerti, at the piano.
Although they have long
known and respected each
other, this concert will mark
their first-ever joint performance.
Beginning with
Bach’s famous Suite No. 3
for solo cello, the program
will also feature Beethoven’s
luminous Cello Sonata in

We Join in Wishing All Our Jewish
Friends and Customers
throughout the GTA
a Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year
for your family and friends.
We are always pleased to serve you.

A Major, Op. 69 and the
deeply
affecting
Cello
Sonata by César Franck –
one of the works that helped
propel her career to its
summit.
About a decade ago,
Ofra Harnoy gave up performing in public. She was
at the pinnacle of a career
that had won her critical
acclaim
and
fans
in
England, Germany, Japan,
USA and elsewhere.
Her
dozens of CD releases had
won enormous acclaim, and
she was among the handful
of top selling artists for RCA
Victor internationally.
France’s
leading
music magazine DiapasonHar monie described Ms.
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Harnoy as having “a technique
reminiscent
of
Rostropovich,
and
the
enthusiasm, communication
and intense noble expressivity of Jacqueline du Pré.”
According to recent
reviews in the Globe and
Mail, Mr. Kuerti’s audiences
have found themselves “in
the unmistakable presence
of greatness. He was no
longer playing the piano;
the music was playing him,
and we rode the wave too.”
His numerous recordings
have garnered equally high

praise from all those who
have listened to him.
Single tickets for the
September 25 concert are
$30, $25 for seniors and
students.
They may be
ordered
online
at
www.mooredaleconcerts.com
or by calling 416-922-3714,
ext. 103.
Ofra Harnoy’s official website is www.ofraharnoy.com. More information on Anton Kuerti is
available at www.jwentworth.com/pianists/anton_
kuerti/index.htm.

•
TORONTO JEWISH FOLK CHOIR INVITES
NEW SINGERS
FOR 2011-12 SEASON
The Toronto Jewish
Folk Choir provides an opportunity to sing in Yiddish and
other languages of the Jewish
people, and meet a friendly
group from around the world!
Conducted
by
Alexander Veprinsky, the historic choir invites new singers
to join in its 86th season – a
season that features Yiddish
favorites, and a variety of songs
in Hebrew, Ladino, English
and other languages. Ability

We Join in Extending
Best Wishes to
the Jewish Community
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be
happy, healthy
and prosperous.

to read music is an asset but
not required.
Rehearsals are held on
Wednesdays, 7:30-10 p.m. at
the Winchevsky Centre, 585
Cranbrooke Ave. (BathurstLawrence).
To inquire about joining the Toronto Jewish Folk
Choir, please e-mail folkchoir@hotmail.com, or call
Luba at (905) 669-5906.
More information on the choir
is at www.winchevskycentre.org/institutions/choir.ht
ml.
This season’s highlights include a klezmer suite
by Milton Barnes, celebrating
the late composer’s 80th
anniversary;
music
by
beloved Yiddish songwriter
Mordechai Gebirtig, and a
tribute to two important Choir
personalities who passed
away this summer – the
Choir’s longtime leader Ben
Shek, and donor Myrna
Levine, who commissioned
the Barnes suite, Dos Naye
Lid (The New Song) for the
Choir.
There will also be
intergenerational
and
Chanukah concerts amongst
other events. The season also
marks Lina Zemelman’s 35th
as the Choir’s pianist.
Last season was highlighted by the choir’s 85th
annual spring concert, featuring
composer
Sid
Robinovitch’s Yiddish suite In
Amerike, with klezmer band.
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We Join in Wishing the Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
A Happy, Healthy and Prosperous New Year

We Extend Best Wishes for
ROSH HASHANAH
to our Jewish Friends and Patients throughout
METROPOLITAN TORONTO, NORTH YORK,
AND YORK REGION
May the coming year be happy and healthy
We are always pleased to serve you.

We Wish All our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout the GTA
A Happy and Healthy New Year
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BEATING THE ODDS
(Continued from page 31)
disabled people don’t get
any financial help at all
and can’t find jobs
because disabled people
her e
ar e
degraded.
They’re considered to be
less than nor mal people
r egar dless of the fact
that they can be even
more.”
While the PRCS
gave him a chance to
acquire skills and confidence, he says not en-

ough is done in Gaza to
help
the
disabled.
“Although
you
hear
about many associations
caring for the disabled
people in Gaza, most of
them are just a front for
a bogus association that
gives very little actual
help to the disabled,” he
says.
Abu Lubda isn’t
resting on his laurels.
He is now planning to

Happy New Year to All
Our Jewish Friends and Customers
throughout the GTA

ARISTON MARBLE
& GRANITE LTD.
Fabricators of Nature's Marble & Granite
Furniture, Fireplaces, Countertops, Etc.
Exterior Cladding

105-B Winges Woodbridge, Ontario
905 850-5175
We Join in Extending Best Wishes to the
Jewish Community of
Metropolitan Toronto and Area
On the Occasion of
ROSH HASHANAH
May your year be a happy and healthy one.
It would be our privilege to serve you.

apply to enter a business administration program at Al-Quds Open
University because it
of fers a flexible program
that doesn’t require students to always attend
class. He sees himself

working in an organization in administration.
“I didn’t get the
chance to go to college, I
was busy lear ning everything else,” he explains.
“But I guess now is the
right time.”

•
WORLD IN REVIEW
(Continued from page 3)
chair committees. Beth-El’s
policy of allowing two votes
per household has gone
even further than those
Conservative synagogues
which have changed the
definition of household
membership to include
intermarried families but
who still permit only one
vote per household.
For
Reform
Judaism
the
“minor”
changes in policies among
some Conservative congregations do not go nearly far
enough.
Reform Rabbi
Kerry Olitzky of the New
York-based
Jewish
Outreach Institute, compared synagogue voting for
non-Jews to women’s suffrage and civil rights. “Until
we offer them full voting
rights in our institutions”,
he wrote a while back, “they
will still be considered - and
feel alike - second-class citizens.”

Holocaust Survivor
Can’t Beat “Irene”
Rozalia Gluck, 82,
was born in Russia and
escaped Nazi Germany. But
the
grandmother
from
Williamsburg was trapped in
the Valkyrian Motel in
Fleischmann’s New York
when the hotel was uprooted and swept away by
Hurricane Irene.
All other guests had
been evacuated and it is
unclear why Gluck did not
leave with her husband.
Isaac Abraham, a
Brooklyn Hasidic community
leader, remarked that
Rozalia Gluck “had survived
Hitler, but she couldn’t survive Irene.”
Meanwhile, David M.
Reichenberg, an Orthodox
Jew and father of four, also
perished when he tried to
rescue a 5 year-old boy from
downed power lines.

PROFESSIONAL STONE
MASON
OVER 32 YEARS EXPERIENCE
PATIOS • WALLS •FIREPLACES
WATERFALLS & FOUNTAINS •POINTING
Cell: 416 723-3763
152 Chapman Road,
416 769-3763

GETTING READY FOR MORE EXPANSION IN
Ma’ale Adumim. Ma’ale Adumim is the third
largest settlement in the West Bank, behind
Modi’in Illit and Beitar Illit, with a population close
to 40,000.
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We Wish All Our Jewish
Friends and Customers
A Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous New Year

